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Dot-com multimillionaire Elon Musk established SpaceX Corporation in June 2002 in an El
Segundo, California warehouse, intent on developing the small "Falcon" launch vehicle and t
rocket engines to power it. By early 2003, the company was testing early prototypes of its 40
tonne-thrust-class Merlin first stage engine and 3.17 tonne thrust Kestrel second stage engine
McGregor, Texas test site.
Merlin was a gas generator cycle engine that used a pintle style injector, an injector design ad
from the Apollo Lunar Module engine. Turbopump exhaust provided roll control. The eng
had an ablatively cooled thrust chamber and nozzle.
Kestrel, which also used a pintle injector, was a pressure fed design. Kestrel had a radiatively cooled Niobium nozzle and an ablatively cooled chamber and throat.
Enter Falcon 5
On December 3, 2003 in Washington D.C., during its Falcon "protovehicle" unveiling ceremonies, Elon Musk
announced that SpaceX planned to follow-up Falcon (thereafter called "Falcon 1") with a more powerful 3.7 meter
diameter launch vehicle named "Falcon 5" that would be capable of hauling 4.2 tonnes to low earth orbit (LEO) an
1.25 tonnes to geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO). Falcon 5 launches would be priced at $12 million.
Falcon 5 would stand about 29 meters tall and weigh about 130 tonnes at liftoff. Its first stage would be powered b
Merlin engines producing a total of 162.13 tonnes of thrust at liftoff and 192 tonnes in vacuum. Two upgraded Ke
engines would boost the second stage, producing nearly 6.8 tonnes of total thrust. Like Falcon 1, Falcon 5 would u
"pressure assisted stabilized" graduated monocoque friction stir-welded aluminum design with a common bulkhead
between its aft kerosene tank and its forward liquid oxygen tank. Both stages would be helium pressurized and wou
designed to be recovered at sea after floating down beneath parachutes. SpaceX hoped to recover parts of the stag
reuse.
Musk also described a concept for a follow-on Falcon 5 equipped with more powerful Merlin engines, producing 22
tonnes of liftoff thrust. This Falcon 5 would be fitted with a liquid hydrogen second stage powered by one or more RL10 engines. It would be able to lift about 9 tonnes to LEO
4.5 tonnes to GTO.
At the ceremony, Elon described goals that seem hopelessly optimistic in retrospect. He expected to fly the first Falcon 5 in November 2005 and to launch six Falcon 1 and four
Falcon 5 missions per year by 2010 from still-to-be-developed launch sites at Cape Canaveral, Vandenberg, and Omelek Island at Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall Islands.
Development realities intervened during 2004, when SpaceX struggled with Merlin development. Cast aluminum manifolds cracked during tests, requiring replacement with heavi
inconel manifolds. The engines were not quite as efficient as planned, requiring thrust to be increased to offset the lower specific impulse. Merlin had to be redesigned and reteste
process that extended through the year.
By late 2004, SpaceX listed a launch schedule that included a Falcon 5 launch of a test payload for Bigelow Aerospace. By then the Falcon 5 design had been beefed up to haul 6 t
to LEO. Higher thrust "Merlin 1B" engines were now assigned to power the first stage, producing nearly 193 tonnes of liftoff thrust, and a single Merlin replaced the Kestrel pair
the second stage. The second stage Merlin would use a large nozzle extension to increase specific impulse to as high as 340 seconds in vacuum. This was a Delta II category launc
vehicle design.
Falcon 9 Announced
During 2005, SpaceX began Falcon 5 fabrication and development. Plans called for 12 Merlin 1B engin
be completed during the year, but in September 2005, the plans changed. SpaceX announced that it wo
develop "Falcon 9", powered by nine Merlin 1B first stage engines, to meet the needs of an unnamed
government customer. Falcon 9 would be able to boost more than 9 tonnes to LEO or more than 3 to
to geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) for $27 million. Even more powerful versions, with parallel F
booster strap-ons, were projected for the future. Falcon 9S5 would use two Falcon 5 strap-on boosters
Falcon 9S9 would use two Falcon 9 strap-on boosters. No longer a Delta II class launch vehicle, Falcon
entered the EELV payload category.
The Falcon 5 design was changed yet again, becoming a partially loaded Falcon 9 stripped down to only
Merlin first stage engines. The change meant that Falcon 5's LEO payload fell to 4 tonnes while its pric
to $18 million.
The first Falcon 1 launch campaign at Omelek extended through the final months of 2005 into the early months of 2006, culminating with an inaugural fligh
failure on March 24, 2006. SpaceX spent much of 2006 evaluating, and recovering from, the failure.
Dragon, NASA COTS, and Merlin 1C
In September, 2006, SpaceX won one of two NASA Commercial Orbital Transportation Services contracts. The $278 million award was for three flight
demonstrations by SpaceX of its to-be-developed 7 tonne "Dragon" spacecraft on Falcon 9 launch vehicles. The launches, planned at the time to begin in l
2008, would demonstrate Dragon's ability to haul 3.1 tonnes of cargo to the International Space Station (ISS) and to return cargo to Earth.

During 2006, Elon Musk also announced that SpaceX had decided to begin work on a "Merlin 1C" engine with a regeneratively cooled thrust chamber. In early February 2007, Sp
updated its web site with revised design information for both Merlin and Falcon. The data was said to be effective for vehicles launched in 2009 or later. Merlin 1C was shown to
produce 46.259 tonnes of sea-level thrust - a 32% increase over the thrust produced by Merlin during the initial Falcon 1 launches. Falcon 9 was shown using nine Merlin 1C engi
providing a 20% thrust increase over the previously announced Merlin 1B engines.
By the time a revised Payload User's Guide was published in May 2007, Falcon 5 had disappeared from the company's catalog altogether. Falcon 9 and Falcon 9S9 (now called Fal
Heavy) payloads had grown by more than 10% from earlier specifications.
The second Falcon 1 failed on March 21, 2007, a victim of second stage propellant sloshing that caused loss of flight control about 5 minutes after liftoff. While the company labo
to learn more lessons from its little Falcon, it forged ahead with Falcon 9 development and fabrication.
Cape Canaveral Launch Site Selection
In April 2007, SpaceX signed an agreement to lease Cape Canaveral Space Launch Complex 40, a mothballed Titan IV pad, for five years for Falcon 9 launches. The original agre
included use of the ex-Titan IVB SMARF high bay for Falcon 9 integration, but the company subsequently decided to build a smaller horizontal integration hanger near the launch
itself. The Titan IV umbilical tower was removed as a first step. On April 27, 2008, the massive Titan IV mobile service tower, once called the world's largest moving object, was
down with demolition charges. SpaceX planned to use the Titan IV exhaust duct, lightning towers, and other structures, but Falcon 9 processing would use a "clean" pad without
of a large mobile tower.
Meanwhile, in October 2007, SpaceX moved from El Segundo to a larger (51,000 square meter) facility in Hawthorne, California. Vought Aircraft had formerly used the site to
fabricate 747 fuselages for Boeing. SpaceX planned to employ 400 at the site, along with 50 in Texas and elsewhere.
Falcon 9 Testing Begins
On November 12, 2007, SpaceX announced that it had completed Merlin 1C engine development with a 170 second h
test at its Texas Test Facility near McGregor, Texas. The development engine test program included 125 hot fire tests
totaling more than 3,000 seconds duration. This first Merlin 1C could produce 43 tonnes of thrust at sea level and 49 t
in vacuum.
SpaceX shipped its first Falcon 9 first stage to McGregor in mid-2007. The stage was erected into the company's mass
Big Falcon Test Stand during August. During November, 2007 the first Falcon 9 hot fire test, using only one Merlin 1
engine, was performed. This was followed by a two engine test in January 2008 and a three-engine test in early March,
Five engine testing occurred in late May, 2008. The first nine engine test was performed on June 31, 2008, in a test tha
produced 385.5 tonnes of total thrust. Two more less-than-full-duration 9-engine tests followed.
On November 23, 2008, SpaceX performed the first full-duration nine-engine Falcon 9 test at McGregor. Producing 3
tonnes of total thrust while burning nearly 227 tonnes of propellant, the burn lasted 178 seconds. Two of the nine Mer
engines shut down as planned after 160 seconds, a sequence that mimicked the planned flight shutdown method. The late-evening test startled Central Texas residents more than
miles away.
Testing at McGregor used a battleship-type "run tank". After the full duration test, SpaceX planned to remove the "run tank" and send its engines to Cape Canaveral, where the fi
Falcon 9 flight stage was expected to arrive by the end of 2008. That flight stage was expected to be used for facility testing at SLC 40, culminating in a static test firing in early 20
Another flight stage was expected to arrive at McGregor for formal qualification testing. One of these stages would presumably perform the inaugural Falcon 9 launch sometime i
2009.
New Falcon Details Emerge
In April 2008, SpaceX revealed new details for the higher-thrust Merlin 1C that would power both Falcon 1e and a "Block 2" version of Falcon 9 that would fly in 2010 or later. T
upgraded Merlin 1C would produce 56.69 tonnes of sea-level thrust and 63.45 tonnes of thrust in vacuum, 1.5-1.6 times more than the original Merlin. With more available liftoff
thrust, Falcon 1e and Falcon 9, Block 2 both grew substantially heavier and more capable.
The Block 2 Falcon 9 would be able to lift nearly 10.5 tonnes to LEO from Cape Canaveral and 4.54 tonnes to a 28.5 deg GTO. Stage recovery attempts were planned when light
payloads were launched, with unused payload mass apparently assigned to recovery hardware. Block 1 Falcon 9, powered by the initial lower-thrust Merlin 1C engines, would perf
the early COTS Demonstration flights.
CRS Contract
On December 23, 2008, SpaceX won a $1.6 billion Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) contract to haul NASA cargo to the International Space Station. The contract covered 1
missions planned to fly between 2010 and 2016. SpaceX would use its Dragon spacecraft to perform the missions.
Cape Canaveral Validation
During the final days of 2008, SpaceX shipped its first Falcon 9 to Cape Canaveral SLC 40, along with the Falcon 9 lau
stand and launch vehicle erector. The launch vehicle, which SpaceX said included some flight components, was shipp
pieces on a series of trucks from Hawthorne, California. The propulsion section used for the November 23, 2008 fullduration "run tank" test in Texas was also trucked to Florida, with all nine Merlin 1C engines installed, and attached to
Falcon 9 first stage. The entire vehicle, with a satellite payload fairing, was assembled near the launch pad, in the open
rented cranes, by the end of the year. The launch mount and erector were also assembled. The SLC 40 Falcon 9 hang
not yet been completed. Initial efforts appeared to be focused on mechanical fit-checks.
Merlin Vacuum Certification
On March 7, 2009, SpaceX performed a full mission duration firing of the new Merlin Vacuum engine at McGregor. T
engine fired for six minutes, consumed 45.36 tonnes of propellant, and demonstrated a vacuum specific impulse of 342
seconds, highest ever for a U.S. hydrocarbon rocket engine. The engine produced 41.96 tonnes of thrust in vacuum
conditions.
The Merlin Vacuum engine is based on the Merlin 1C, but is fitted with a larger exhaust nozzle and an added radiatively cooled expansion nozzle attachment. It has demonstrated
throttling down to 75%, with plans to test down to 60% throttling.
First Flight Vehicle Acceptance Testing
During 2009 and early 2010, the first Falcon 9 flight vehicle stages were acceptance tested at McGregor. Structural acceptance testing of both stages was completed by October 5,
2009. The first stage was test fired for 10 seconds on October 12 and for 30 seconds on October 16, completing its testing program. The stage was shipped to Cape Canaveral d

November, 2009.
The second stage was test fired in a second, smaller McGregor test stand for 40 seconds during November. On January 2
2010, the Falcon 9 second stage completed a full duration mission firing, its Merlin Vacuum engine producing 41.96 tonn
thrust for 329 seconds. The stage was shipped to the Cape, where it arrived on January 29, 2010. There, it joined the firs
stage in the new SpaceX SLC 40 horizontal integration hanger.

Inaugural Launch Campaign
SpaceX assembled its first flight Falcon 9 at Cape Canaveral SLC 40 during Februar
2010. The rocket was powered up and put through an integrated systems test befor
being rolled out to its pad on February 20. On February 26, the rocket was loaded w
propellant during its first wet dress rehersal countdown.
The rocket performed a 3.5 second "hot fire" static test on March 13, 2010, during w
the nine Merlin 1C first stage engines ignited and ramped up to full thrust. The suc
test took place four days after the initial attempt had been scrubbed only two secon
before ignition. The scrubbed test identified a problem with the launch sequencer,
failed to issue a command to open a ground helium valve.

SpaceX Falcon 9 Inaugural Launch (Updated June 9, 2010)
The first SpaceX Falcon 9 two-stage kerosene rocket launched from Cape Canaveral
June 4, 2010. Liftoff from Space Launch Complex 40 occurred at 18:45 UTC. The
rocket carried a Dragon spacecraft simulator toward a planned 250 km x 34.4 deg low
orbit.
Falcon 9's nine Merlin first stage engines developed 387.825 tonnes of liftoff thrust to
slowly lift the 320-333 tonne, 47 meter tall rocket off its launch platform. The rocket
rolled slightly immediately after liftoff, but steadied itself as it cleared the pad. Falcon
then flew smoothly through its initial ascent and pitch profile as it projected a thunde
roar back down onto observers at the Cape and Kennedy Space Center.
The center two Merlin engines shut down as planned about 165 seconds into the flight. The remaining first stage engines cut off at about 1
seconds.

Staging and second stage engine start - the first in-space start of a Merlin engine - appeared nominal, but a roll developed dur
the five minute long burn of the second stage Merlin Vacuum engine. It was not clear if the roll had any effect on velocity
performance. The roll began about 5 minutes after liftoff, after the turbopump exhaust nozzle stopped vectoring. Merlin sh
down about 517 to 524 seconds after liftoff, just as the stage completed its fourth roll. The stage was rolling about three tim
minute at second stage engine cutoff.
SpaceX claimed that the stage and payload had reached orbital parameters very close to the planned orbit, but initial U.S. orb
tracking data showed a less precise, 235 x 276 km x 34.5 deg orbit. Subsequent tracking showed the stage in a 242 x 269 km
deg orbit.
During a teleconference after the launch, Elon Musk of SpaceX stated that the second stage Merlin Vacuum engine had perf
a brief "burp" restart during its first orbit as an engineering test, but provided no details of the burn. Later reports suggested
an attempted restart had failed shortly before the stage passed over Australia.
Observers in eastern Australia saw the stage pass overhead about 65 minutes after liftoff. Video of the pass showed that the stage was still rolling out of control, venting gas to for
spiral pattern. The observations raised questions about whether the second stage on-board cold-gas three-axis control system had either failed or if an operational system was even
flown during this test.
The stage and its attached Dragon simulator were tracked until they reentered the Earth's atmosphere on June 27, 2010.
Falcon 9 No. 1 produced more thrust at liftoff than any U.S.-powered kerosene-fueled rocket since Saturn IB SA-210 carried the Apollo Soyuz Test Project spacecraft with three c
into orbit on July 17, 1975. Merlin Vacuum performed the first U.S. turbopump-fed kerosene engine air-start since the last Titan I ICBM flew in 1965.
Falcon 9 Orbits Dragon C1
The second SpaceX Falcon 9 successfully boosted the company's Dragon C1 spacecraft into orbit from Cape Canaveral on December 8, 2010. The two-stage, 313 tonne,
kerosene/LOX rocket thundered aloft off from Space Launch Complex 40 at 15:43 UTC. After a nearly nine-minute propulsion phase and a 20 second coast, Dragon C1 separat
from Falcon 9's second stage, leaving its aft "trunk" section attached to the stage on this test flight, into a reported 288 x 301 km x 34.53 deg orbit, beginning a test flight planned

least two orbits.
Dragon subsequently completed two orbits, demonstrating active flight control through use of its 18 D
thrusters. According to some reports, one Draco failed to function, but redundancy in the flight contr
system design allowed the flight to continue. Elon Musk himself said after the flight that all thrusters
worked. After two orbits, Dragon fired four Dracos beginning at about 18:17 UTC to initiate reentry.
capsule reentered over the Pacific Ocean and splashed down at about 19:02 UTC beneath three parach
about 800 km off the northwest coast of Mexico.
Dragon C1 was the first SpaceX flight for NASA's Commercial Orbital Transportation Services (COT
contract. It was the first spacecraft successfully launched and recovered from orbit by a commercial
company. Only countries - the United States, Russia, China, Japan, India, and the European Space Ag
have previously performed the feat.
After Dragon deployed, several "CubeSat" microsatellites were released into low Earth orbit, likely from
Dragon trunk section that remained attached to the top of the orbiting Falcon 9 second stage on this t
mission. One flew for the Naval Research Laboratory. Another, the first U.S. Army built satellite in m
than 50 years, was identified as the Space and Missile Defense Command - Operational Nanosatellite E
or SMDC-ONE.
After the flight, CEO and Chief Engineer Elon Musk announced that the second stage Merlin Vacuum engine had successfully restarted in a test, propelling the stage to a 288 x 11
km x 34.6 deg elliptical orbit. The first stage was not recovered, but telemetry of the stage reentry was recovered through use of a data pod.

Merlin 1D, Falcon Heavy, and the future of Falcon 9
Falcon Heavy as Originally Presented by SpaceX, April 2011
On April 5, 2011, SpaceX announced that it would develop a triple-body Falcon Heavy powered by an upgraded en
named Merlin 1D. Each of the rocket's 27 Merlin 1D engines would produce 63.5 tonnes thrust at sea level, nearl
times more than the Merlin 1C engines that powered the first two Falcon 9 rockets. Using the new engines, combi
with propellant crossfeeding from the twin boosters to the central core, Falcon Heavy would be able to lift a surpri
53 tonnes to LEO, 19 tonnes to GTO, or 13.6 tonnes toward Mars. Plans called for the first Falcon Heavy to fly a
demonstration mission in 2013 from Vandenberg AFB Space Launch Complex 4 East, the former Titan 4 pad.
SpaceX also divulged plans for a two-stage Falcon 9 powered by nine Merlin 1D engines. This Falcon 9, substantia
more capable than either Falcon 9 Block 1 or Block 2, would be able to lift 16 tonnes to LEO or 5 tonnes to GTO
would stand 69.2 meters, and would weigh 480 tonnes at liftoff. The company continued to show Falcon 9 Block
the baseline in its Payload Users Guide.
On April 25, 2011, Elon Musk, in a Space News interview, confirmed that Falcon Heavy would use a "stretched" F
9 stage augmented by two additional "first stages". He stated that Merlin 1D would fly in mid-2012 on a Falcon 9
mission, most likely on the seventh flight of the rocket. Mr. Musk described how the Merlin 1D combustion cham
being explosively formed, streamlining the production process. He noted that a fully integrated Merlin 1D was alre
being test-fired.

seconds.

During the August 2011 Joint Propulsion Conference, SpaceX VP of Propulsion Tom Mueller said that the Merlin
test engine had demonstrated a thrust to weight ratio greater than 160:1 and a vacuum specific impulse greater than

Design details of Falcon Heavy, and of Merlin 1D performance, have not been divulged. In order to achieve the payload capability claimed by SpaceX, the new rocket engine will
to provide improved specific impulse and the stages will have to provide very high propellant mass ratios. SpaceX claimed that the two "first stage" strap-on units will achieve a 30
gross mass to dry mass ratio, implying an unprecedented propellant mass fraction of better than 0.966.
Falcon 9 Block 1 and Falcon 9 v1.1 Comparison
On May 14, 2012, NASA announced that it had modified its Launch Services (NLS) II contract with
Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX) by adding a new "Falcon 9 v1.1" variant to the program.
modification allowed SpaceX to offer "Falcon 9 v1.1" in competition for future launch contracts.
An image of "Falcon 9 v1.1" was provided during a presentation made on March 9, 2012 by Jeffrey
White, an Iridium Director. The image showed a stretched Falcon 9, with both stages stretched. It
showed, compared to Falcon 9 Block 1, shortened interstage and propulsion sections. The bigger r
appeared to be outfitted with Merlin 1D engines, possibly in a rearranged configuration.
By appearances, "Falcon 9 v1.1" represents an improvement over the long-expected "Falcon 9 Bloc
that, originally, was to be powered by improved Merlin 1C engines. The SpaceX user's guide contin
show outmoded "Block 2" performance data as of May 14, 2012, but the SpaceX web site was updated with v1.1 performance number on June 6 or 7, 2011.
The Merlin 1D powered "Falcon 9 v1.1" is likely the building block for the company's announced Falcon Heavy, but "v1.1" should also be a substantial performer in its own right
pushing deep into EELV payload territory. Falcon 9 v1.1 will likely premier at Vandenberg AFB Space Launch Complex 4 East during 2013. During a May 18, 2012 interview, E
Musk said that all Falcon 9 rockets after the first five would be 1.1 versions. He also referred to the original Falcon 9 as "v1.0". An extension of the Cape Canaveral SLC 40 Hang
was underway during May, 2012 to accomodate the longer rocket.
Falcon 9 Orbits Dragon on COTS C2+ Mission
Merlin 1C Engines Undergoing Chilldown During Final Minutes of Countdown
The third SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket successfully orbited the company's first fully functional Dragon spacecraft on the COTS C2+ Demonstration Mission for NASA on May 22, 20
The two stage, kerosene fueled rocket lifted off from Cape Canaveral Space Launch Complex 40 at 07:44 UTC, beginning an ambitious mission that, if fully implemented, would s
spacecraft docked to the International Space Station for two weeks.
It was Falcon 9's first night launch. The liftoff ended a 17 month hiatus for the launch vehicle as SpaceX worked to prepare Dragon for the C2+ mission.
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Falcon 9 No. 3 Liftoff
Falcon 9's first stage burned for three minutes, its second stage for an additional 6 minute
seconds, to inject Dragon into a 297 x 346 km x 51.6 deg phasing orbit. Dragon's twin so
arrays, on their inaugural flight, deployed shortly after spacecraft separation. The arrays w
attached to Dragon's "trunk", an aft module attached to the cone shape spacecraft that wa
on its first fully configured flight.
The launch occurred three days after a last second launch abort that was caused by a fault
helium purge check valve on the launcher's center Merlin 1C engine. Crews identified the
problem and replaced the valve while Falcon 9 remained vertical on the pad.

Dragon C2+ Integration with Trunk
SLC 40 Hanger (Left) and Approach
ISS (Right)
Dragon carried 460 kg of demonstration cargo for ISS. Plans call for it to return 620 kg of cargo when it reenters and splashes down in the Pacific Ocean. But the ISS docking is
contingent on Dragon successfully completing a series of demonstration maneuvers for NASA during the first two days of its mission, before it will be allowed to approach ISS fo
capture berthing.

Dragon Arrives at ISS
ISS crew successfully captured the SpaceX Dragon C2+ spacecraft on May 25, 2012, after a slight delay due to a LIDAR issue. The 5-7 tonne spacecraft (SpaceX has not revealed
mass) was susequently berthed to the station.

It is the first visit by a commercial spacecraft to the International Space Station.
At this point in the flight, Dragon had begun to demonstrate objectives originally intended for a
standalone "C3" mission.

Dragon Returns
SpaceX's Dragon C2+ successfully ended its mission on May 31, 2012 when the capsule spacecra
splashed down beneath three parachutes in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Baja California at 1
UTC. Dragon had departed the International Space Station about 7.5 hours earlier, at 08:07 UTC
The cargo spacecraft carried more than 600 kg of "down" cargo, including experiments and old
equipment. The reentry and splashdown ended Dragon's COTS 2+ demonstration mission for N
opening the way for more cargo flights.

Falcon 9 Orbits Dragon CRS-1 with ISS Cargo, Suffers Engine Shutdown During Ascent
Leaves Secondary Payload in Low Orbit (Updated 10/12/12)
SpaceX launched its fourth Falcon 9 rocket on October 8, 2012, this time carrying the ﬁrst
operational Dragon spacecraft on NASA's CRS-1 resupply mission to the International Space
Station. Liftoff from Cape Canaveral SLC 40 occurred at 00:35 UTC. The second stage insert
Dragon into a 197 x 328 km x 51.65 deg orbit about 9 minutes 49 seconds later. Dragon CRSseperated and deployed its solar arrays.
During the ascent, a ﬂare was observed in the ﬁrst stage plume about 79 seconds after liftoff,
approximately coinciding with the period of maximum dynamic pressure on the vehicle (or "M
Q"). The ﬁrst stage burned about 12-13 seconds longer than expected, and the second stage bu
15-16 seconds longer than planned. SpaceX subsequently stated that an "anomaly" had occurre
one of the rocket's nine ﬁrst stage Merlin 1C engines, causing it to shut down. The on board
guidance system compensated for the loss of thrust by commanding longer burns and a modiﬁe
ﬂight proﬁle.

The spacecraft, ﬁlled with 400 kg of supplies, was expected to reach the space station on October 10.
Falcon's second stage was expected to perform a second burn after Dragon separation, to insert a 165 kg Orbcomm prototype satellite into a 350 x 750 km orbit. Short of
sufﬁcient propellant, and unable to perform any burn with the remaining propellant due to ISS safety constraints, Falcon deployed Orbcomm into a 203 x 323 km x 51.65 de
orbit from which it fell into a destructive reentry into the earth's atmosphere on Ocbober 10, a total loss for Orbcomm..
Despite the successful Dragon insertion, the improper Orbcomm orbit result requires Space Launch Report, given its uncompromising success/fail methodology, to now clas
the launch as a failure.
It was the second Falcon 9/Dragon launch of 2012.

SpaceX Dragon Arrives at Station (Updated 10/12/12)
SpaceX successfully delivered Dragon C3 (CRS-1), NASA's first operational commercial cargo mission, to the Internat
Space Station on October 10, 2012. ISS Expedition 33 crew members Akihiko Hoshide and Sunita Williams used the
station's robotic arm to grapple and berth Dragon to the station's Harmony module at 11:56 UTC and 1303 UTC,
respectively.
Dragon is expected to stay at ISS for 18 days while 400 kg of cargo is unloaded and 759 kg of downmass, including use
station hardware and scientific samples, is loaded. Dragon will carry the down cargo to a planned October 28 parachu
landing on the Pacific Ocean off the coast of southern California.
SpaceX CRS-1 is the first of 12 Commercial Resupply Services missions contracted for NASA. The program has a $1.
billion budget.
The Dragon CRS-1 success came despite the challenging failure of one of its nine Falcon 9 first stage engines 79 secon
after liftoff. The lost engine caused Falcon 9's first and second stages to burn longer, forcing the second stage to cons
slightly more propellant than planned to boost Dragon into its planned insertion orbit. The first stage burned 12-13 se
longer, and the second stage 15-16 seconds longer, than the planned 180 seconds and 359 seconds, respectively.
The Falcon 9 second stage was slated to perform a second burn after Dragon separation to insert a 165 kg Orbcomm prototype satellite into a 350 x 750 km orbit. Although the s
stage retained enough propellant to very likely achieve the planned orbit, NASA had required prior to the mission that any second stage restart could only occur if there was a bett
than 99% probability of completing the burn. This was to ensure that the stage and its payload were safely lifted above the ISS orbit. After the extended first burn, the second sta
only retained enough propellant to achieve a roughly 95% probability of completing the second burn, so Falcon 9 did not attempt a restart. Orbcomm had to be released into the
203 x 323 km x 51.65 deg orbit, from which it soon, on October 10, fell back to a destructive reentery into the earth's atmosphere.
The last time a U.S. rocket lost a first stage engine during ascent but still made it to orbit was the SA-6 flight of May 28, 1964. SA-6 survived an unexpected S-1 outboard engine (
shutdown 116 seconds after liftoff. The remaining H-1 engines burned about two seconds longer to compensate, with the inboards shutting down at T+142 seconds and the outb
at T+148 seconds. The S-IV stage compensated for the early shutdown to enter a 124 x 140 mile x 31.5 degree orbit, close to the planned 110 x 140 mile orbit. Subsequent Saturn
and Space Shuttle launches also overcame early engine shutdowns to reach orbit, but in those cases the engines were second stage (Apollo 13) or Shuttle SSME "sustainer stage"
engines.
SpaceX and NASA completed an investigation of the engine failure before the next Dragon flight. The final report was not released to the public. SpaceX cited export control law
reason for keeping the results secret. Company officials summarized what they said were the report's conclusions. They said that a "material flaw" in the Merlin 1C engine "jacket"
been determined to be the cause of the failure. The flaw caused a breach that rapidly depressurized the combusion chamber (an explosive event according to most definitions). T
engine controller detected the depressurization and shut down the engine. Unless the failure investigation report becomes public, it will not be possible to confirm company offic
statements.
Flight Five: Dragon Propulsion Anomaly Resolved After Successful Falcon 9 Launch (Updated 3/26/13)
The fifth SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket orbited a Dragon spacecraft on NASA's CRS-2 International Space Station resupp
mission on March 1, 2013, but Dragon suffered a problem shortly after reaching orbit. The initally unannounced pr
occurred around the time that Dragon's solar arrays should have deployed, a process that occurs within minutes of
spacecraft separation from the Falcon 9 second stage.
Falcon 9 lifted off from Cape Canaveral Space Launch Complex 40 at 15:10 UTC and provided an uneventful nine
minute, two-stage ascent to orbit. Dragon, filled with 847.8 kg of ISS supplies and 201.8 kg of packing materials,
separated into a 199 x 323 km x 51.66 deg orbit, and was visible moving away from the second stage in an initially st
fashion.
Shortly after launch, SpaceX head Elon Musk tweeted that three of Dragon's four thruster pods had been inhibited f
initiallizing. Crews were working to command an override of those inhibits. Solar array deployment was delayed un
least two thruster pods were brought on line. Each pod contains four or five hypergolic Draco thrusters, for a total
thrusters.
After one orbit, Dragon was still in free drift with only Thruster Pod 2 working. A problem had occurred that preve
helium pressurization of the hypergolic thruster oxidizer tanks in the affected thruster pods, but by 16:40 Mr. Musk w
reporting that "Thruster Pod 3 tank pressure trending positive" and that the team was "preparing to deploy solar arrays." The arrays deployed shortly after that announcement.
Dragon Drifts from Falcon's Second Stage After Separation. The Trunk and Stowed Solar Arrays are Visible
At 19:59 UTC, nearly 4.5 hours after liftoff, Musk tweeted: "Pods 1 and 4 now online and thrusters engaged. Dragon transitioned from free drift to active control." Dragon
subsequently performed a series of orbit raising burns, beginning with a brief five-second test burn at 21:37 UTC and a nearly 36 second long perigee-raising burn at 22:05 UTC.

Dragon's helium pressurization problems occurred after main isolation valves were opened to release high
pressure helium system. The helium passes through regulators that drop its pressure to a level that can be sa
fed into the hypergolic propellant tanks of the pressure-fed Dragon reaction control system. Check valves e
that helium flows only into the tanks and that no propellant or helium flows back out.
An obstruction, or obstructions, appeared somewhere in the helium feed system. Elon Musk stated that one
possibility was at the check valves, but that other possibilities existed. Ice formation due to moisture in the s
is one possible explanation, for example. After waiting for ground station passes to allow for command upli
satellite links were impossible due to Dragon's drifting - SpaceX engineers cycled the helium isolation valves
"hammer" the system with slugs of pressure, a process that eventually cleared the lines and allowed the tanks
pressurized.

CRS-2 Arrives at ISS
The issues delayed Dragon's planned orbit raising burns, which in turn delayed its planned March 2 ISS rendezv
On March 2, NASA announced that after a safety review it had approved a March 3 attempt.
CRS-2 Dragon rendezvoused with and berthed to ISS on March 3, 2013. The station's Canadarm 2, controled
astronaut Kevin Ford, captured Dragon at 10:31 UTC. Ground controlers in Houston directed the arm to bert
Dragon to the station's Harmony module, a process completed at 13:56 UTC.

CRS-2 Dragon Approaches Spashdown
Dragon stayed at ISS until March 26. Astronauts off-loaded cargo and then reloaded the capsule with 1,210.9 kg of materials and 159.7 kg o
packaging to be returned to Earth. The CRS-2 Dragon reentered a few hours after unberthing from ISS and splashed down in the Pacific O
off the coast of Baja, California.
Prior to the launch, the CRS-2 Falcon 9, which reportedly will be the final Falcon v1.0 variant to fly, performed a two-second long static test
on the pad, on February 25, 2013.

Vehicle Configurations
LEO
Payload
(metric tons)
185 km x
(1) 28.5 deg (CC)
(2) 98 deg (VA)
(3) 9.1 deg (KW)
(4) 51.6 deg (CC)

Geosynchronous
Transfer Orbit
Payload
(metric tons)
185x35,788 km
x 28.5 deg
~1,800 m/s
from GEO

Escape
Velocty
Payload
C3=0 km2/s2

Falcon 9 Block 1 (Merlin 1C)
2010

9.0 t (1)
8.5 t (4)

3.4 t

2t

Falcon 9 v1.1 (Merlin 1D)
>2013?

13.15 t (1)

4.85 t

Falcon Heavy
>2013?

53 t

Falcon 9 Block 2 (Merlin 1C+)
SUPERCEDED 2011

Price (2005)
$Millions

Liftoff
Height
(meters)
[1]Dragon
[2]PLF

Liftoff
Mass
(metric tons)

2 Stage Falcon 9 (Merlin 1C)
+ 3.6 m or 5.2 m PLF

48.1 m [1]

318 t

$3555 m (2007)

2.9 t (est)

2 Stage Falcon 9 v1.1 (Merlin 1D)
+ 3.6 m or 5.2 m PLF

63.3 m [1]
68.4 m [2]

480 t

$5459.5 m (2013

19 t

13.6 t

3 Falcon 9xMerlin 1D cores
+ 1xMerlinVac Upper Stage + PLF

69.2 m [2]

1,450 t

$80124 m (2013)

10.454 t (1)
9.3 t (4)

3.9 t

2.5 t

2 Stage Falcon 9 (Merlin 1C+)
+ 3.6 m or 5.2 m PLF

54.9 m

418 t?

$3757 m (2008)

Falcon 9 Heavy (Merlin 1C+)
SUPERCEDED 2011

29.61 t (1)

15.01 t

3 Blk 2 Falcon 9 cores
+ Blk 2 Falcon 9 Stg 2
+ 5.2 m PLF

53 m

885 t

$95105 m (2008)

Falcon 5 (Merlin 1A, 12/2003)

4.2 t(1)

1.25 t

5xMerlin Stage 1

29 m

130 t

$12 m

Configuration

SUPERCEDED 2004

+ 2xKestrel Stage 2
+ 3.0 m PLF

Falcon 5 (Merlin 1B, 9/2004)
SUPERCEDED 2005

6 t (1)

1.8 t (est)

5xMerlin 1B Stage 1
+ 1xMerlin 1B Stage 2
+ 3.6 m PLF

42 m (est)

$15 m

Falcon 5 (Merlin 1B, 9/2005)
CANCELLED 2007

4.1 t (1)

1.05 t

5xMerlin 1B Falcon 9 Stage 1
+ 1xMerlin 1B Stage 2
+ 3.6 m PLF

47 m

Falcon 9 (Merlin 1B)
3.6 m PLF
SUPERCEDED 2007

9.3 t (1)

3.4 t

2 Stage Falcon 9
+ 3.6 m PLF

$27 m

Falcon 9 (Merlin 1B)
5.2 m PLF
SUPERCEDED 2007

8.7 t (1)

3.1 t

2 Stage Falcon 9
+ 5.2 m PLF

$35 m

Falcon 9S5 (Merlin 1B)
CANCELED 2007

16.5 t (1)

6.4 t

2 Stage Falcon 9
+ 2 Falcon 5 Stg 1 boosters
+ 5.2 m PLF

$51 m

Falcon 9S9 (Merlin 1B)
SUPERCEDED 2007

24.75 t (1)

9.65 t

2 Stage Falcon 9
+ 2 Falcon 9 Stg 1 boosters
+ 5.2 m PLF

$78 m

154.5 t

$18 m

Vehicle Components
Falcon 9
Stage 1 
Block 1
Merlin 1C
Version
Estimated

Falcon 9
Stage 2 
Block 1
Merlin 1C
Version
Estimated

Falcon 9
Stage 1 
Block 2
Merlin 1C+
Version Not Flown
Estimated

Falcon 9
Stage 2 
Block 2
Merlin 1C+
Version Not Flown
Estimated

Falcon 9
Stage 1 
"v1.1"
Merlin 1D
Version
Estimated

Falcon 9
Stage 2 
"v1.1"
Merlin 1D
Version
Estimated

Diameter (m)

3.66 m

3.66 m

3.66 m

3.66 m

3.66 m

3.66 m

Length (m)

~30.1 m (est)
not incl I/S

~10.0 m
incl I/S

~40.9 m (est)
not incl I/S

~14.2 m
incl I/S

~40.9 m (est)
not incl I/S

~14.6 m
incl I/S

Empty Mass (tonnes)

~19.24 t?
burnout

~3.1 t?
burnout

~24.7 t?
burnout

~3.1 t?
burnout

~28 t?
burnout

~4.7 t?
burnout

Propellant Mass (tonnes)

~239.3 t?
used

~48.9 t?
used

~335.4 t?
used

~48.9 t?
used

~411 t?
used

~73.4 t?
used

Total Mass (tonnes)

~258.5 t?

~52 t?

~356.8 t?

~52 t?

~439 t?

~78.1 t?

Engine

Merlin 1C

Merlin Vac

Merlin 1C+

Merlin Vac

Merlin 1D

Merlin 1D Vac

Engine Mfgr

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

Fuel

RP1

RP1

RP1

RP1

RP1

RP1

Oxidizer

LOX

LOX

LOX

LOX

LOX

LOX

Thrust
(SL tons)

387.825 t

510.297 t



598.75 t

Thrust
(Vac tons)

442.938 t

42.18 t

566.633 t

41.96 t



~45 t?

ISP (SL sec)

266 s



275 s



282 s



304 s

336 s

304 s

336 s

311 s

~340s?

180 s

346 s

170 s

345 s





No. Engines

9

1

9

1

9



Comments

-

-

-

-





ISP (Vac sec)
Burn Time (sec)



Falcon 5
Stage 1
2003

Falcon 5
Stage 2
2003

Falcon 5
Stage 1
2004

Falcon 5
Stage 2
2004

Falcon 5
Stage 1
2005

Falcon 5
Stage 2
2005

Diameter (m)

3.66 m

3.05 m

3.66 m

3.05 m

3.66 m

3.66 m

Length (m)

m

m

m

m

36 m

4.2 m

Empty Mass (tonnes)

~6 t?

~1 t?

~6 t?

~3 t?

~15 t?

~3 t?

Propellant Mass (tonnes)

~112 t?

~8 t?

~103 t?

~42 t?

~94 t?

~46 t?

Total Mass (tonnes)

~118 t?

~9 t?

~109 t?

~45 t?

~109 t?

~49 t?

Engine

Merlin 1A

Kestrel

Merlin 1B

Merlin 1B

Merlin 1B

Merlin 1B

Engine Mfgr

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

SpaceX

Fuel

RP1

RP1

RP1

RP1

RP1

RP1

Oxidizer

LOX

LOX

LOX

LOX

LOX

LOX

Thrust
(SL tons)

163.265 t

Thrust
(Vac tons)

192.744 t

ISP (SL sec)

261 s

ISP (Vac sec)

310 s

Burn Time (sec)

170 s

No. Engines

5

2

5

1

5

1

Comments

Parachute
recovery

Parachute
recovery

Parachute
recovery

Parachute
recovery

Parachute
recovery

Parachute
recovery

192.744 t
6.8 t

224.49 t

192.744 t
44.898 t

255 s
325 s

304 s

400 s

224.49 t

48.98 t

255 s
340 s

340 s

304 s

265 s

265 s

Falcon 5/9
Payload
Fairing

Falcon 9
Payload
Fairing

Diameter (m)

3.6 m

5.2 m

Length (m)

10.9 m

13.9 m

Empty Mass (tonnes)

~1.5 t?

~ 2.0 t?

Falcon 9 (v1.0) Flight Record

Date
Vehicle No. Payload
Mass Site
Orbit

06/04/10 Falcon 9 F91 Dragon Qual Unit
~5.5 CC 40 LEO
[5]
12/08/10 Falcon 9 F92 Dragon C1
~5.5 CC 40 LEO
[6]
05/22/12 Falcon 9 F93 Dragon C2+
~6.02 CC 40 LEO/ISS
10/08/12 Falcon 9 F94 Dragon CRS1
~6.4 CC 40 [LEO/ISS][7]
03/01/13 Falcon 9 F95 Dragon CRS2
~6.54 CC 40 LEO/ISS

[5] 1st Falcon 9 launch. Stg 2 rolled during last 3 min of burn.
[6] First COTS test. 288x301kmx34.53deg orbit. Twoorbit mission with
Dragon reentry and recovery. Stage 2 restarted,
288 x 11,083km x 34.5deg orbit.
[7] Suffered Merlin 1C Engine No. 1 first stage failure/shutdown at
T+79 seconds. First and second stages burned longer to compensate.
Dragon CRS1 deployed into planned orbit, but second stage had
insufficient propellant to restart, forcing Orbcomm secondary
payload to be deployed into a 203 x 323 km x 51.65 deg
orbit, short of planned 350 x 750 km orbit. Launch vehicle failure.
Orbcomm reentered on October 10, two days later.
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